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In a multi-type continuous time Markov branching process the asymptotic distribution of the tirst 
birth in and the last death (extinction) of the kth generation can be determined from the asymptotic 
behavior of the probability generating function of the vector kk’(t), the size of the &th generation 
at time t, as t tends to zero or as t tends to infinity, respectively. Apart from an appropriate 
transformation of the time scale, for a large initial population the generations emerge according to 
an independent sum of compound multi-dimensional Poisson processes and become extinct like a 
vector of independent reversed Poisson processes. In the first birth case the results also hold for a 
multi-type Bellmar+Harris process if the life span distributions are differentiable at zero. 
Multi-type Markov branching process first birth 
multi-type Bellman-Harris process last death 
(compound) Poisson process generations 
1. Iutroduction 
Let (z(t), t 30) denote a P-type continuous time Markov branching process 
(P-type CTMBP) as described in detail by Athreya and Ney [l], cf. also Mode [7]. 
Let Z?‘(t) denote the number of individuals cf type j in the kth generation 
present at time t. Provided that the kth generation given by the vector 
Z’&‘(t) = (2’:’ (t), . . . , 2:’ (t)) takes place at all we study in this paper the way 
in which it emerges at the beginning of its development and in which it becomes 
extinct. 
It isI well known that for k = 0, 1, . . . the number of individuals ever living in ;he 
kth generation forms the embedded P-type Bienayme-Galton-Watson process of 
the generations. The distribution of the generations at a given time t and the way a 
given generation is distributed in time have been extensively worked out by Biihler 
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and others for a one-type Bellman-Harris process (BHP); for results and references 
see [5], From another point of view one can ask for the time u(‘) when the first 
individuals of the kth generation appear and for the time u@) when the last 
individuals of the &h generation have just died, if this generation takes place at all. If 
we assume the first moments of all offspring distributions to exist, then in our 
CTMBP these times U(~) of the first birth and V(~) of the last death in the kth 
generation are almost surely (a.s.) positive and finite and Biggins [2] showed a.s. 
convergence of u(k)/k and v’k’/k to some constants not necessarily equal if k tends 
to infinity, even for more general multi-type branching processes. The distributions 
of l4(k) and v(~) not being available in an explicit form we follow here [S] and adopt a 
different way to study these random times: we determine the behavior of P(u’~)s t) 
as f--p 0 and P(v’~’ > t) as t + 00, generalizing results of Biihler [SJ and giving a more 
rigorous proof. Let o( l ) denote terms of smaller order of magnitude than the 
argument and c(k) and d(k) non-negative constants not depending on t but on k, the 
distributions of the process, and on the initial vector of individuals. Then our most 
striking results are 
P(dk'a t) = c(k)tk +o(tk) as t + 0, 
P(v’~‘> t) = d(k)tk exp(-it) +o(tk exp(-it)) as t + 00, 
where .t is the minimal parameter of all p exponentially distributed life spans, i.e. 
the reciprocal of the maximal mean lifetime. 
After compiling in Section 2 some usual notations and definitions for multi-type 
branching processes we determine in Section 3 the asymptotic behavior of the 
distribution function (d.f.) of Z(k)(t) by means of its probability generating function 
(p.g.f.) In the two cases, as t + 0 and as t + 00, respectively. Then we conclude in 
Section 4 and 5 among other things the asymptotic relations’above. For the first birth 
case as t + 0 we obtain results even for not necessarily exponentially distributed 
lifetimes; cf. [S]. The methods used are closely related to those of Edler [6] treating 
the extinction of generations in a generation-dependent BHP with exponenual ife 
spans. 
Perhaps a more intuitive insight into the creation or extinction of generations is 
given by the approach of Section 6 where we consider a large initial population as it 
was do:ae in the first birth case by Stratton and Tucker [lo], Biihler [3] and Savage 
and Shimi [S] for the population size of some one type Markov branching processes 
and by Biihler [4] for the generation sizes of a BHP with life span d.f. differentiable at 
0. In the first birth case, asymptotically for an increasing number of ancestors and 
appropriately small times the vector of the kth generation behaves in distribution as 
an indelpendent sum of p-type compound Poisson processes, whereas in the last death 
case for appropriately large times it behaves in distribution as a vector of indepen- 
dent Poisson variables, its non-zero components corresponding to the types with 
maximal1 mean lifetime. 
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Throughout this paper we adopt the following conventions for p-type branching 
processes, cf. Athreya and Ney [ 1, Chapter V]: 
Let ’ be th.e p-dimensi 1 Euclidean space with points x = (x1, . . . , x,) consi- 
dered as row vectors. If denotes the set of non-negative integers, the p- 
Cartesian product Ng will be considered as subset of 
= (1, . . . , 1), ei = (0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0) the unit vector 
(ei)i = Sii the Kronecker delta, and [0,1]’ the closed unit cube in ‘. The norm used 
is l]xll= max{xi, . . . , xp}. For x, y E p we use the product notation xy = x i1 l . . . l x2. 
A = (aijJt=l, . . . . m;j=l,..., n denotes the m X n-matrix with element aij in the ith row and 
jth column and A’ its transpose. If a = (al, . . . , a,) E Rp we often write [a]i for the ith 
component ai of a. A0 is defined as the unit matrix. 
A p-type continuous Gme age-dependent branching process or Bellman-Harris 
process {Z (t) = (2, (t), . . . , Zp(t)), t 2 0) where Zj(t) = the number of type j indivi- 
duals present at time t, is determined if we specify for each type j = 1, . . . , p the d.f. 
Gj(.t) of the life span and the p,g.f. hi(s) of the offspring distribution; cf. [l, 73. Set 
h(s) = ihb), . . . , h,(s)). Since we are looking at generation sizes it is convenient o 
introduce a p-type CTMBP as a p-type BHP with exponentially distributed life 
spans: 
G(t) ( 1 -eXp(-Ajt), if t 2 0, i = 
0, if t<O 
(1) 
with mean life span l& j = 1, . . . , p. Throughout the fol1owin.g this p-type CTMBP 
satisfies 
Assumption 1. All second moments of the offspring distributions exist a& 0 c Aj < ~0 
forj=l,..., p. Without loss of generality we assume the types 1, . . . , p to be ordered 
such thath+h+*- -<A,. 
An essential tool will be the moment matrix 
M = (mij)i=l 
l ...* p 
j=l.....p 
whose elements equal to the mean number of offspring of type j born to an individual 
of type i: 
mij = ahi(s)lasjl,=1. (2) 
Next, define 
= (AimiiJi=l l ,....p 
Let 
j=l,...,p 
(3) 
n’=min(&,...,~.~ and A,={jE{I,...,p}:Aj=~}={A1,...,Al,) 
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where II is the number of Aj’s that equal AI. Then, define the sub-matrices 
Ml 1 = (mij)i= l,...,l~’ 
j= l.....l, 
Ml2 = C”ij)i,ll+l ’ ,....p 
j= l.....fl 
Further, concerning second moments let for i, j, 2 E { 1, . . . , p} 
a2hi(s) 
qi,jl = (1 -k~ji)- 
&j&l s =I’ 
Qi (S) = f i ‘-;srli,jlsl* 
j=l I=1 
(6’ b 
(7) 
In order to get information about the generation size Z(‘)(t) = 
(ZY’ (t), * . . ,Zr) (t)) where 2;” (t) = the number of individuals of type j in genera- 
tion k present at time t, we study in the next section the p.g.f. 
Fik’ (s, t) = E[P)(') 1 Z(0) = ei] 
(8) 
= C p(z’k’(t) = a 1 Z(0) = ei)Scl 
aEN 
if die[O, llP, ta0 and kE&; let 
Flk)(s, t) = (Fik’ (s, t), . . . , FF’ (s, t)). (9) 
For convenience, let Pi denote the conditional probability given 2 (0) = ei. 
Throughout the following a(t) = o&(t)) means a(t)/b(t) -) 0 as t + 0 or as t + 00 
respectively. If p(t) = ~~=, a$ is a power series, we say ‘p has order k in t’ iff 
&)=al=*‘*=&-1 = 0 and ak # 0. * denotes the convolution of d.f.s; e.g. 
Gi * G,(t) =. j_“oo Gj(t - u) dGi(u). 
3. Asymptotic behavior of the p.g.f. of the generation sizes 
As for the population size, see [l], we get by standard conditioning on the life 
history of the ancestor a system of integral equations0 for the p.g.f. (8): 
F:iO’(s, 1’)~ Gi(t)+si(l -Gi(t)), (W 
Fyk’ (S, t) = 1 - Gi(t) +jA hi( (k-l)(S, t-u)) dGi(u), k 2 1. (11) 
First, let us look at the creation of the generations. 
(t), t 3 0) be a p-type C satisfying Asskmption I. Then for 
Fjk’ (s, t) = 1 i-’ ]itk +Pik(s, t) (12) 
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where lPik(s, t>l can be bounded about? by a convergent power series of order not less 
than k + 1 in t for s E [0, I]” and t 2 0. Hence Pik(s, t) = o(tk) as t + 0. 
Proof. In the subsequent proof by induction we make repeated use of the integration 
formula 
I 
f 
(t-u)” exp(-Au) du = ( ;):+I 
m t’(+)’ 
c - 
0 
- 
j=a+l j! 
(13) 
if a is a natural number and h > 0, which follows easily from integration by parts. 
If pio(S, t) is an appropriate convergent power series of order not less than 1 in t, 
using Assumption 1 (10) can be written as 
Fi”’ (S, t) = 1 - (1 - Si) eXp(-Ait) = 1 - (1 - Si) + pi()(S, t). 114) 
LetpO==hO,c..y p,O). To pt F'l)(s, t) from (11) and (14) our first task is to perform 
a Taylor expansion of hi(F’O’(s, t - u)) at s E [0, 11” in terms of po = (F’O’(s, t - u) -s) 
breaking up at the second term. Sevastjanov’s form ([9, Chapter IV, 0 1, 
Theorem l]) yields 
hi(F’O’(s, t - U)) = hi(s) + [&(S, t - U)M(S)‘]i + Rli(t - U, S) (15) 
where the matrix M(s) has mii(s) = ahi(s)/asi in the ith row and jth column and 
can be bounded above by a convergent power series of order not less than 2 in t - U. 
Combining (14)-( 16) with (11): 
FI” (S, t) = exp(-hit) + hi (s)( 1 -eXp(-hit)) 
+ 
I 
'{[Po(& t-u)M(s)']i+Rli(t-u, S)}Ai exp(-Aiu)dld 
0 
= l-(1 -hi(S))Ait+piI(S, t) (17) 
and Ipil(s, t)l can be bounded above by a convergent power series of order not less 
than 2 in t. Hence (12) is asserted for k = 1. 
By the induction hypothesis assume (12) to ‘be valid for k. To get @-*) from ( I I), 
again, we perform a Taylor expansion of hi(Flk’) but now atlt 1: 
(k'(S, t-u))= hi( 
P 
+ c Pjk(S, t-u)mij+ 
j=l 
where l&k(S, t - u>l can be bounded above by a convergent power series of order not 
less than k + 1 in t - u and lRzjl = IR2i(F(k)(~, t - u)i by one of order not less than 2k 
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in t - u since it is bounded above by C&(1 - F’“‘(s, t - u)). (13) and the definition of 
MA, (3), yield at once 
jh i (t - u)k$[(l- h(s))M,k.-’ ]imiihi exp(-hiu) du = 
j=l . 
= (k :I)! C(l-h(S))Mi]it”+’ +fik(t) . 
where & is an appropriate convergent power series of order not less than k + 2 in t. 
These facts immediately imply assertion ( 12) for k + 1 and the proof is comp’ etc. 
Corollary 1. The case I: = 0 is given in (10). Fork = 1 
Fj”(s, t)= l-hi(l-hi(s))t+O(t) aS t+O. 
If p = 1, hi(s) = h(s), AI = A, M = (m) we see that 
hk 
Fjk’(s, t) = 1 -(l -h(s))Fm’-‘tk +o(tk) as t-,0. 
. 
It may happen that [(1 - h(s))Mt-’ ]i = 0 for some i, e.g. let k = 2, Init = 641 and 
hi(s) = I, then Theorem 1 remains valid but reduces to the uninformative assertion 
that 
1 - Fjk’ (s, t) = o(tk) as t -) 0. 
Again, using Taylor expansions of hi and an induction argument we can generalize 
Theorem 1: 
Theorem 2. Let (2 (t), t 2 0) be a p-type BHP with not necessarily exponential 
lifetimes, Gi(O) = 0, Gi(a) = 1 for j = 1, . . . , p and existing second moments of the 
offspringsizes.Thenfork=1,2 ,... ,i=1,..., p 
Fir‘) (s, t) = 1 - C mizit ’ * ’ mjk-ljk_zmijk-l 
ir . . . . . ik--1E{l,..-.Pl 
X (1 -hi,_l(s))Gi, * l l l * Gik-1 * C.‘;i(t)+$ik(S, t) 0% 
where lbik (s, t>l can be bounded above by an expression A( k + 1, G)(t) which is a 
polynomial in ‘(t) where G(t) = (GI(t), . . . , Gp(t)) and 1 = (11, . . . , lp) with II+ 
..*+l,ak+l. 
Now, asstune for j = 1, l . . , p Gi (0) = Aj E (0, 00). Then Gi(t)/t + hi as t + 0 and 
by induction it again follows that 
k-l 
Gil** * **Gik_I*Gi(t)/tk-pAi n Ai,,/k!, 
n= 1
and ’ (t)/t”_” -d as t+O if &+* l +I,=n. Hence fiik(S,t)/tk+O as t+o. 
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Although only these asymptotics will be used il, tire next section, we remark that 
convolutions of not necessarily equal exponential d.f.s would show that Theorem 2 
indeed generalizes Theorem 1. 
In the first birth case above we gave preference to a rather detailed proof of 
Theorem 1 against a slightly more dificult proof of Theorem 2, which is omitted 
here. In particular, since in the case of extinction below we get results only for 
exponentially distributed lifetimes. There, to find the slowest term in t we need the 
complete function exp(-hit) instead of just the approximation 1 -hit near 0. 
Let 
b = $ min{hi -i, j&A,} and (l-s)1 = (1 -si, . . . , 1 -sl,). 
Theorem 3. Let (Z(t), t 2 0) be a P-type CTMBP satisfying Assumption 1. Then for 
k=l,2,...ifiEA, 
A Fik’ (S, t) = 1 -[(l -s)l(M:; )‘]iG tk exp(-it) -t- aik(s, t), 
. 
and if i&&(hencz iHI) 
Fik’ (S, t) = 1 -[(I-S)l(Mf[’ )‘(M12)‘]i-II 
hip-’ 
X(hi-X)(k-l)!t 
k-1 exp(-Xt) + Uik (S, t) (21) 
with 
Kiktk-’ eXp(-kt), if k 3 1, i E A,, 
Imik(S, t)]s Kiktk-*eXp(-kt), ifka2, i&A,, (22) 
Ki1 exp(-(b +I)t), if k = 1, i&Al 
where Kik are positive real constants not depending on t but of course on h(s) and 
Al,. . . , A,. 
Proof. To start induction for k = 1, (14) and the expansion of hi yield 
hi(F”‘(s, t-U))=l- i (l-sj)exp(-Aj(t-u))mij+R2i. 
j=l 
Substitution in (11) and carrying out the integrations yield if i E A 1 
Fi”(s, t)=l- i (l-Sj)mijAit eXp(-A+)+cil( 
j=l 
= 1 -[(l-s)1 ‘11 ]iiit exp(-iit) + flii(S, t) 
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where Icil(s, t)l has as an upper bound 
f 
ii 
j=ll+l 
(l- Sj)Wj eXp(-Ajf)ll -eXp((Aj --d)t)ln .- 
I 
+ ’ Qi(l-F’“‘(s, t-u))1 exp(-iiu) du 
and hence satisfies (22) for k = 1 and i E A 1. If i& Al a similar proceeding yields 
Ai 
Pi” (S, t) = 1 - [(1 -S)IIwi2]i-11 A exp(-Xt) +Oil(S, t) 
.- 
1 
where lail(S, t)l has as an upper bound the sum 
Ai 
[(l-S)*~i2]i-Il eXpl(-Ait)- h_ _ i + C (1 -Sj)mijAit eXp(-A$) 
1 jIhi=hi 
3- c Ai 
j:hi itA.A, 
(1 -si)mij(eXp(-lit)-exp(-Ait))~ 
Li- j I 
+ ’ Qi(l- F’*‘(S, t- u))Ai exp(-Aiu) du 
which obviously can be bounded above by Kil exp(-(tl + i)t). To complete the proof 
gne easily carries out inducti.on from k to k + 1 for i E A 1 and i& A 1, separately, 
making repeated use of (13) to obtain Fi’+” and upper bounds for ui,k+l. 
Corollary 2. 1.A 1 = l 9 l =h,=h>O,thenast+~ 
l@(s, t) = I- (I- s)(Mk)’ g tk exp(-At) + o(tk exp(-AZ)). 
. 
Again, since Assumption 1 yields merely the existence of M, without more 
information it may happen, that some 
[(l_S)lWl!1 )‘li or [(I -M&’ )‘Wl2J’li-Il 
are zero implying t1lat 1 -Ffk’ (s, t) tends to 0 as mik(S, t). 
4. The first birth in a generation 
Throughout this section we suppose Assumption 1. Denote by mi”(i, j) the 
element in row i and column j of hk and let 
ci,i!k ) .k-1 A 1 i*
) = coefficient of sQ in Fik’ (s, t), we deduce from Theorem 1 as 
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t-0, if O#~E 
(k)(t) = a) = tkl c 
k! I=1 
mik-” (l, i) l (coeff. of sLy in hi(s)) + o(tk ), 
P (2vk’f.t) - 0) - 1 - c*(k)rk +0(F) i .- 1 9 
and for the components of the generation vector it follows that 
P,(Zik’ tt) 3 1) w 1 -Pi(Zjk’ (t) = 0) = C,(k)tk +O(tk)s (23) 
Let Uk’ = (Us”‘, . . . , Up’) be the vector of the firslt birth times of the kth 
generation with Ulk’ = time of the first birth of an individual of type j in the kth 
generation. If Bjk’(t) denotes the number of individuals of type j in the kth 
generation born by time t, then (Uik’ s t) = (.Bik’@) 2 1). The p.g.f. of ~@~‘(t) = 
(B’lk’(O, l . . , &f’(t)) also satisfies (11) for k 2 1, only (10) has another form. Hence 
for k a 1 
Us B(*‘(c)Jz (0) = ei] cI Fjk’ (S, t) as t + 0. 
Whence from (23) 
Pi(@k’ := t) = Cii(k)tk +o(tk) as t + 0. (24) 
If rJk’ = min{UJk’, . . . , UF’} is the time of the first birth of an individual of the kth 
generation 
Pi(U(k)S t) = 1 -Pi(B’k’(t) = 0) ry 1 -Pi(Z’k’(t) = 0) 
(25) 
= Ci(k)tk +o(tk) as t+O. 
Remarks. Notice that cij(k) or ci(k) may be zero, for instance if many transitions 
between types from one generation to the next have probability zero and many 
elements of RI are therefore zero. Then we only can say that the d.f. of the r.h.s. of 
(24) or (25) tends faster to 0 than tk. 
Exactly the same results can be deduced from Theorem 2 and subsequent remarks 
for BHP with life span d.f. differentiable at 0. Especially if p = ‘1(2!4) or (25) reduce to 
the result of Bfihler [SJ. 
5. The last death in a generation 
Denote by m ik’ (i, j) and m kk’ (i, j) the elements of 
column j and let 
mik’(i, j)xk/k!, 
dij( k) = 
:;’ in row i and 
ifi, jE&, 
mik’(i, j)AiXk-‘[(Ai -X)(k - l)!]-‘, ifi&&, jc&, 
di.(k) = dil(k)+ l 9 l + dill(k), if i = 1, . . . , p, 
and for convenience Ai = 0 if i E A 1 and 
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From Theorem 3 we easily deduce that, as t + 00, 
Pi(Z’k’(t) = 0) = 1 -di.(k)tkeAi exp(-xt) +o(tkwAi exp(-it)), 
P i (dk’(t) = ei) - &(k)tk-“i - 11 exp(-Xt) + o(tk-“i exp(-kt)) if jE&, 
P@fk’(t) = a) = o(tkvAi exp(-it)) 
Hence, the probability that more than one individual of type in A 1 or at least one of 
type not in Al are present at time t in a generation is asymptotically as t + 00 of 
smaller order of magnitude than the probability that exactly one individual of type in 
A 1 still exists at time t. Thus, the last of a generation is, with ‘highest probability’, 
exactly one individual of type in A 1. 
Let Pk’ = ( Vi”‘, . . . , VP’> be the vector of the extinction times of the kth 
generation with Vjk’ = time of the death of the last indivi,duals of type J in the kth 
generation. From ( Vik’ > t) = (Zik’ (s) 3 1 for some s 2 t) immediately follows from 
the above asymptotics Pi( V/“’ > t) - Pi (Zjk’ (t) B 1) as t + 00. Hence 
Pi(Vik’ >t)= 
dij(k)tkmAi exp(-iit) +o(tk-‘i exp(-it)), if j E A 1, 
o(tkeAi 
ew(-W, if j&4,. 
If V(~) = max{ V:“‘, . . . , VP’} is the time of the extinction of the kth generation, we 
conclude that 
Pi(vtk)) t) = di.(k)tksAi exp(-iit) +o(tkmAi exp(-it)). 
emarks. In the special case p = 1, then V:“’ = dk):, RI = (m), Al = i = 1, and 
P(v”‘X)=$tk exp(-t)+o(tk exp(-t)) as t-,00. 
. 
This result, stated by Biihler [SJ for a CTM’BP with a finite number of offspring is also 
contained as special case ir, the author’s treatment of the extinction behavior of 
generation-depelident BHP with exponential lifetimes [6]. 
For a one-type CTMBP with a finite number of offspring [6] proves a stronger 
result which gives some information about the asymptotical extinction of successive 
generations and which should hold in the p-type case in principle, too. 
arge initial populatisDn 
), t 20) denote a p-t CTMBP with =(N1,...,Np)~ 
fl satisfying Assumption 1, denote the vector of the kth generation of this 
process and F’k’(s t l ) its p.g.f.. For such ;a sequence of p-type CTMBP wiyh a 
growing number of ancestors it is easy to prove the following two theorems. 
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uence of p-type CTMBP satisfying Assump- 
00. For each k = 1,2, . . . Set ak,N (t) be a 
such that a k,N(t)+ 0 and ak,&t)Ni’jk + tai(k) as 
llNll+W for i = 1,. . . , p. Suppose ai 20 for all i and at least one ai positive. 
Then 
with 
pi( 1) = ai( l)hi and @i(k) = i (ai(k))kAimik-“( 
1 
Xjk’(r) where are 
independent compound distributed vectors 
Theorem 5. Let (iT(t; N), t 2 0) be a sequence of p-type CTMBP satisfying Assump- 
tion 1 and Z(0; N) = N with /Nil + 00. For each k = 1,2, . . . let bk,N (t) be a function of 
t B 0 and N E N such that b&t) -, 00 and 
h71:bk,N(t)k-Ai eXp(-Xbk,N(t)) + ri(k) as llNll+ 00 
with at least one yi(k) positive. Then 
F’k’(s, bk,N(t); N) - 
/I*~~+@? exp 
- ; (1 -si)Si(k)) 
i=l 
with Si(k) = Cr=, yi(k)dii(k). Whence Z(k)(bk,N(t); N) 
(X(k) 1 , . . . , Xi:‘, 0, . . . , 0) where Xi”’ are independent 
variables with means Si(k), i = 1, . . . , 11. 
converges in distribution to 
Poisson distributed random 
Finally let us say some words about the increments for small and the decrements 
for large t of Z’k’(t, ). To this aim, first of all, one can derive asymptotic 
representations of the two-dimensional p.g.f. 
Fik’ (s, a; t, t + T) = E[s~(~‘(~’ 
in the very same manner as it was done for the one-dimen!;ional d.f. 
as t-,0 and as t-a. In fact, + ~10 we can deduce analqous limits 
for F(k’(~, Q; ak,N(th ak,N and for 
F’k)(S, ; hc.iv tt), h.N (f 1 + 7 ; 00 as in Theorem 4 xn 
From these limits we obtain, for small times abbrkviating 
Z’k)(ak,N(t); N) = A and ifk)(di?kJ+J(t + 7); 
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and respectively for large times abbreviating 
kk’(bk,n#; NJ = and 2Yk’(b&t) + 7; N) = A 
for llNIl+ 00 asymptotical independence of the increments of the generation sizes or 
the decrements respectively which is made precise as 
IimEs Aa-B-A = lim E sA l E 
The two giving an 
Remark 1. Let all ei ck) be positive, otherwise the modification would be obvious. 
Then asymptotically as all N,, + 00 individuals of type i living in the (k - 1)th 
generation give birth to their offspring of generation k at time t/Ntik and no higher 
optas.+stinnc are ntPCP~P nt thic mnment Thic h+th nrnPdm-o fdlnwc sa n_AimPn- b”.~~‘lU*.VI.Y U ” y1”Y”I.c U) -111” ..*VII*“.*C. *1--u uir... y*v”“YUIv lLVI.V..V w y ULIIIY.. 
sional compound Poisson process with parameter (tk/k!)&(k) and jump-height 
given by tne p.g.f. hi(S) for i = 1, . . . , p. Of course, these Poisson processes temming 
from different types of generation k - 1 are independent. 
Remark 2. Let all y$ (k} and &(k) be positive. Then asymptotically as IIN!! + 00 in the 
kth generation individuals of type i disappear at some time tj given by the relation 
N$;mAi exp(-Xtj) w yj(k) for i = 1, . . . , p. Asymptotically, the last individuals of the 
kth generation are of types in A 1 and all types in A 1 are independent represented by a 
Poisson distributed number with parameter iSi( and these numbers jump down- 
wards with independent decrements. 
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